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We demonstrate that ground-state energies approaching chemical accuracy can be obtained by
combining the adiabatic-connection fluctuation-dissipation theorem with time-dependent density-
functional theory. The key ingredient is a renormalization scheme, which eliminates the divergence of
the correlation hole characteristic of any local kernel. This new class of renormalized kernels gives a
significantly better description of the short-range correlations in covalent bonds compared to the random
phase approximation (RPA) and yields a fourfold improvement of RPA binding energies in both molecules
and solids. We also consider examples of barrier heights in chemical reactions, molecular adsorption, and
graphene interacting with metal surfaces, which are three examples where the RPA has been successful. In
these cases, the renormalized kernel provides results that are of equal quality or even slightly better than the
RPA, with a similar computational cost.
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The calculation of ground-state energies with a precision
on the order of kBT at room temperature (around
1 kcal=mol or 43 meV) is a long-standing challenge in
computational chemistry and materials science. This degree
of precision, sometimes referred to as “chemical accuracy,”
can in principle be achieved using quantum chemistry wave
function methods [1]. However, the extreme scaling of such
methods limits their usage to relatively small systems, and
their application to periodic systems in general and metals
in particular, seems highly nontrivial [2,3].
Recently, the adiabatic-connection fluctuation-dissipation

theorem (ACFDT) has become a popular method for
obtaining electronic ground-state energies from first princi-
ples. With this approach the electronic correlation energy is
obtained from an approximation to the dynamic density
response function χλðωÞ, which can be obtained from time-
dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) through the
Dyson equation

χλðωÞ ¼ χKSðωÞ þ χKSðωÞfλHxcðωÞχλðωÞ: (1)

Here χKSðωÞ is the noninteracting Kohn-Sham response
function and fλHxcðωÞ ¼ λvc þ fλxcðωÞ with vc the Coulomb
interaction and fλxcðωÞ the exchange-correlation (xc) kernel.
In static density-functional theory (DFT), one needs a rather
involved approximation for the xc energy in order to provide
a decent description of the ground-state properties of a
particular system and no approximation has so far been able
to provide accurate results across different binding regimes.
In contrast, the ACFDT and Eq. (1) gives a simple
framework for calculating correlation energies in terms of
the excited states of a noninteracting auxiliary system and is
expected to provide a high degree of accuracy with simple

approximations for the xc kernel. In particular, if we use
fxc ¼ 0 we obtain the random phase approximation (RPA)
[4], which has been shown to give an accurate account of
dispersive interactions, static correlation, and weak covalent
bonds, and is presently considered state of the art in ab initio
electronic structure theory involving solid state systems
[5–13]. Nevertheless, the RPA suffers from large self-
correlation errors and predicts too weak binding of solids
and molecules, which have severely limited the universal
applicability of the method. Furthermore, extending the RPA
with semilocal approximations for the xc kernel has been
shown to fail dramatically, and progress in “beyond RPA”
methods within the framework of TDDFT has so far been
rather limited [14–21]. A somewhat orthogonal approach
for improving RPA ground-state energies is based on
eliminating the RPA self-correlation energy within many-
body perturbation theory and is referred to as second-order
screened exchange (SOSEX). The SOSEX correlation
energy vanishes by construction for any one-electron system
and has been shown to improve the accuracy of covalent
bonds slightly, while it completely deteriorates the good
description of static correlation and barrier heights in the
RPA [7,22]. In addition, SOSEX scales as N5 with system
size and therefore quickly becomes much more computa-
tionally demanding than the RPA, which scales as N4.
In this Letter, we apply a renormalization scheme that

solves the divergence problem associated with semilocal
adiabatic TDDFT in the ACDFT. We have implemented the
xc kernels for the two most commonly used xc approx-
imations (LDA and PBE) [23] within this renormalization
scheme and show that the results obtained with adiabatic
renormalized versions are superior to the RPA in all cases.
In particular, with the renormalized adiabatic PBE we
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obtain a fourfold improvement of binding energies of
molecules and solids, while it maintains the N4 scaling
of the RPA.
The construction of the renormalized kernel is motivated

by the observation that the Fourier transformed correlation
hole in the homogeneous electron gas (HEG) is closely
reproduced by the exchange part of the Adiabatic Local
Density Approximation (Adiabatic LDA) for wave vectors
q < 2kF. For larger q the exact hole is essentially zero. In
contrast, while the ALDA hole vanishes exactly
for q ¼ 2kF, it attains a finite value for larger q and
decays to zero much too slowly. In fact, this long tail
produces a divergence of the correlation hole at r ¼ 0.
For q ¼ 2kF the ALDA correlation hole vanishes,
since fALDAHxc ð2kFÞ ¼ 4π=ð2kFÞ2 þ fALDAx ½n� ¼ 0, and it is
tempting to define a new renormalized kernel as
frALDAHxc ðqÞ ¼ θð2kF − qÞfALDAHxc ðqÞ (note that in this work
we only consider the exchange part of the LDA and PBE
kernels). Alternatively, one can generalize the LDA energy
functional to include nonlocal exchange-correlation effects
by replacing the local density nðrÞ by an averaged quantity
n�ðrÞ ¼ R

ϕðr − r0Þnðr0Þdr0. This substitution will not alter
the ground-state energy or potential of the homogeneous
electron gas, but it will introduce nonlocality into the
kernel. In fact, it seems physically reasonable that the
exchange-correlation energy density should include
contributions from the density in the vicinity of the xc
hole, which will be the case if ϕ has a width similar to the
xc hole. This is accomplished by choosing ϕ as the Fourier
transform of the step function θð2kF − qÞ and we obtain
the renormalized kernel as the adiabatic kernel derived
from the generalized LDA energy functional. In the
Supplemental Material [24] we provide more details on
this derivation.
In Refs. [25,26] we investigated this renormalized ALDA

(rALDA) kernel in detail and we refer to those papers for
more details. The idea is readily generalized to any adiabatic
semilocal kernel, AX, and we obtain the following expres-
sion for the renormalized kernel in real space:

frAXxc ½n�ðrÞ ¼ fAXxc ½n�
2π2r3

½sinðqc½n�rÞ − qc½n�r cosðqc½n�rÞ�;

−
1

r

�

1 −
2

π

Z
qc½n�r

0

sin x
x

dx

�

; (2)

where

qc½n� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−4π
fAXxc ½n�

s

: (3)

Here qc½n� is the cutoff wave vector where the Fourier
transform of the correlation hole of the HEG obtained with
fAXxc becomes zero (for X ¼ LDA the cutoff becomes
qc ¼ 2kF). To generalize the construction to inhomogeneous
systems we apply the substitutions

r → jr − r0j; (4)

n →
nðrÞ þ nðr0Þ

2
; (5)

∇n →
∇rnðrÞ þ∇r0nðr0Þ

2
: (6)

Thus both frAXxc and qc become functions of r and r0.
Importantly, the delta function of the original adiabatic
kernel acquires a finite (density-dependent) width, which
ensures a finite value of the correlation hole for r ¼ r0 and
entails a better description of the short-range correlation
effects. We will only discuss non-self-consistent applications
of the kernel. This implies that calculated energies will
depend on the input density, orbitals, and eigenvalues. This
situation is well known from RPA calculations. We note,
however, that in contrast to the RPA where no obvious
starting point exists, it is natural to base an rAX calculation
on a DFT-X calculation. We regard this is as a fundamental
merit of the method, since it eliminates the arbitrary choice
of input orbitals in non-self-consistent RPA calculations.
We have previously shown that the class of kernels (2)

significantly improves the correlation energies of the
homogeneous electron gas. Furthermore, using the
exchange part of the rALDA kernel reduces the correlation
energy of a hydrogen atom to −0.1 eV. This is already a
major improvement compared to the RPA which gives
Ec ¼ −0.6 eV, but the value still comprises a significant
self-correlation error. However, inclusion of gradient cor-
rections in the form of PBE exchange reduces the corre-
lation energy to less than 1 meV (less than the resolution of
the implementation). In the following we will refer to this
kernel as renormalized Adiabatic PBE (rAPBE) and dem-
onstrate the superiority of the resulting kernel over the RPA
and other “beyond RPA” methods [27]. The method has
been implemented in a plane wave basis in the electronic
structure code GPAW [9,26,28,29], which uses the projec-
tor augmented wave method [30]. We refer to the
Supplemental Material [24] for computational details.
We note here that the evaluation of RPA correlation
energies is dominated by the calculation of χ0, which
scales as N4. Evaluating the kernel (2) scales as N2 and the
method therefore scales as the RPA with system size.
Figure 1 shows the deviation from experimental values

of molecular atomization energies. The RPA has a well-
known tendency to underbind and performs somewhat
worse than PBE. We also observe a significant difference
between RPA@LDA and RPA@PBE with RPA@PBE
being the more accurate. The renormalized kernels
rALDA and rAPBE show a striking improvement com-
pared to both the RPA and PBE with most errors being on
the order of 1–3 kcal=mol. In Fig. 2 we compare the mean
absolute relative errors of different methods. It is seen that
already the rALDA is better than the SOSEX method and
approaches the accuracy of r2PT (SOSEX corrected for
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single excitations [31]) and the hybrid functional PBE0.
However, the gradient-corrected rAPBE reduces the error
of the rALDA by a factor of 2 and outperforms both PBE0
and rPT2. Since the RPA already performs very well for
geometry optimization, we have not performed a detailed
comparison of bond lengths with the renormalized kernels.
We have only considered the F2 and N2 molecules where
we find deviations from the experimental bond lengths of
1.6% (2.4%) and 0.4% (1.2%) with the rAPBE (RPA),
respectively.
In contrast to the case of atomization energies, the RPA is

highly accurate for molecular barrier heights where it
performs much better than both the SOSEX methods
and hybrid functionals [7]. Here we have just tested a
single reaction barrier with the rAPBE functional, namely,
Hþ N2O → OHþ N2. For this case we obtain errors of 0.9
(0.4) and 0.2 ð2.4Þ kcal=mol for the forward and backward
reactions, respectively, using the rAPBE (RPA) functional.
For comparison we obtain errors of 3.2 (5.9) and 12.2 (8.7)
using PBE0 (B3LYP). Another important property of the

renormalized kernels, is the fact that they describe the
dissociation of the H2 molecule correctly in the strict
atomic limit [26]. This seems to be a general property of
correlation energies from the ACFDT, whenever χ is
derived from an approximation to the irreducible response
function such as the Bethe-Salpeter equation or time-
dependent GW [33].
While the hybrid functionals may be a good choice for a

decent accuracy in molecular atomization energies, these
methods fail completely for the cohesive energies of solids.
The RPA also performs poorly, and the PBE functional
seems to be the best choice for this problem. Nevertheless,
from Figs. 3 and 4 it is clear that the rALDA functional
outperforms the RPA and produces an accuracy similar to
PBE. Inclusion of gradient corrections through the rAPBE
functional reduces the error by a factor of 4 and is thus
much more accurate than any of the other functionals
considered. We note in passing that SOSEX has been
shown to produce results of similar accuracy to the rAPBE
for a small test set of five semiconductors [22], but scales as

FIG. 1 (color online). Molecular atomization energies evaluated
with different methods shown relative to the experimental values.
Results are shown with respect to reference values from Ref. [32].
The numbers are tabulated in the Supplemental Material [24].

FIG. 2 (color online). Mean absolute percentage deviation of
molecular atomization energies. The PBE0, SOSEX, and rP2T
values are taken from Ref. [7].

FIG. 3 (color online). Deviation from experimental values of
the cohesive energy of solids evaluated with different functionals.
The numbers are tabulated in the Supplemental Material [24].

FIG. 4 (color online). Mean absolute percentage deviation
of the cohesive energy of solids. The PBE0 results are from
Ref. [34].
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N5 with system size and therefore becomes significantly
more computationally demanding for solid state systems
than the RPA. We have confirmed that the rAPBE func-
tional inherits the good description of lattice constants
within the RPA [12]. In particular, we have calculated the
lattice constants for bulk C, Si, Na, and Pd. The results are
provided in the Supplemental Material [24]. The deviations
from experimental values corrected for zero point anhar-
monic effects are 0.4% (0.8%), 0.6% (0.6%), 1.8% (1.4%),
and 1.8% (1.4%) for the rAPBE (RPA), respectively.
One might speculate that the rAPBE accuracy of

atomization energies and cohesive energies of solids is
simply due to a better description of the isolated atoms
compared to the RPA. Of course, the already much
improved correlation energy of the HEG compared to
the RPA indicates that this is not the case. As another
demonstration of this fact we have calculated the formation
energy of MgO defined as the energy of the reaction
MgðsÞ þ 1=2O2ðgÞ → MgOðsÞ. The result is shown in
Table I. As can be seen, the rAPBE reduces the RPA error
by 0.1 eV corresponding to a fourfold decrease in relative
error. Thus, the renormalized kernel does not only improve
the description of isolated atoms relative to the RPA, but
gives rise to a universal improvement of correlation
energies that manifests itself in any calculated quantity.
One of the great success stories of the RPA, is that it

solves the famous “CO puzzle.” Most generalized gradient
approximations (GGAs) predict the wrong adsorption site
for CO on metal surfaces, whereas the RPA predicts the
correct adsorption order [13]. Furthermore, it is possible to
choose a semilocal functional that gives the correct
adsorption energy, but this will be at the cost of a highly
inaccurate metal surface energy. In contrast, the RPA
produces an accurate adsorption energy and still yields a
reasonable metal surface energy. As shown in Fig. 5, this
trend is inherited by the rAPBE functional which produces
results very similar to those of the RPA. For comparison we
also show the results for various GGAs [13] and van der
Waals functionals [35].
Another successful application of the RPA method is the

adsorption of graphene on metal surfaces [8,9,36].
Graphene interacts with metals through long-range dis-
persive and short-range weak covalent interactions. The
adsorption geometry and binding energy are determined by
a detailed balance between these contributions which are of
equal magnitude. Semilocal functionals cannot account for
the dispersive interactions and in many cases do not provide

the required accuracy for weak covalent interactions either.
On the other hand, most van der Waals functionals account
well for the dispersive interactions at large distances, but
fail at shorter distances due to an incorrect description of
the exchange interaction [35,36]. The RPA predicts metal-
graphene binding distances in overall good agreement with
experiments. In particular, for the case of Ni(111) and
Co(0001) the RPA yields two distinct minima around
d ¼ 2.2 Å and d ¼ 3.3 Å, corresponding to (weak) chemi-
sorption and physisorption, respectively. The chemisorp-
tion minimum is slightly deeper in good agreement with
experimental findings of d ≈ 2.1 Å. However, due to the
inaccurate description of covalent bonds in molecules and

TABLE I. Formation energies of MgO calculated with different
functionals. The experimental value has been corrected for zero-
point energya [11].

PBE HF RPA the rAPBE Expt.

5.34 6.04 6.12 6.22 6.26
aAll numbers are in eV.

FIG. 5 (color online). Surface energy versus adsorption energy
of CO=Ptð111Þ calculated with various GGA functionals (green
markers) and van der Waals functionals (red markers). Circles
and triangles indicate atop and hollow sites, respectively. All
calculations were performed with the experimental lattice con-
stant of Pt and the CO molecule relaxed with PBE. The hollow
circle was obtained with a PBE optimized lattice constant.

FIG. 6 (color online). Potential energy curve for graphene on
Ni(111) calculated with different methods. The experimental
binding distance is d ≈ 2.1 Å.
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solids one could question the accuracy of the RPA
description of the chemisorption minimum. So far, the
RPA has been the best possible method to analyze these
systems, since quantum chemistry methods are out of the
question for this class of systems. We have calculated
the binding energy curve for graphene on Ni(111) using the
rAPBE kernel and compared it to various other methods,
see Fig. 6. It is seen that the rAPBE and the RPA produce
very similar results. As one could perhaps expect from the
general tendency of the RPA to underbind, the rAPBE
kernel lowers the chemisorption minimum relative to the
physisorption minimum. While this change is in the right
direction compared to experiments, it does not change the
qualitative picture of the binding obtained from the RPA.
In conclusion, we have shown a way to construct xc

kernels within TDDFT that extends the RPA in a natural
way and improves its description of short-range correla-
tions while retaining the good description of dispersive
interactions and static correlation with similar computa-
tional cost. The proposed renormalization procedure can be
applied to any known semilocal xc functional and thus
defines an entirely new class of adiabatic nonlocal xc
kernels, which could pave the way for achieving chemical
accuracy in solid state calculations.
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